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Given any s points P,, . . . . P, in p2 and s positive integers m,, . . . . rn,? let S, be the 
linear system of plane curves of degree n through P, with multiplicity at least m, 
(1 < i < s). We give numerical bounds for the regularity of S, in the following cases 
(a) the points P, are non-singular points of an integral curve of degree d; (b) the 
P,‘s are in general position; (c)the P,‘s are in uniform position; (d) the P,‘s are 
generic points of tP2. We also study the sharpness of such bounds. fi:‘ 1991 Academic 

Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the present paper we are concerned with linear systems of plane 
curves through fixed base points with given multiplicities, focusing on their 
regularity. 

The subject has been dealt with by several authors for over 100 years. 
Among the classical geometers we wish to mention are G. Castelnuovo 
[C] in 1891, F. Severi [Se] in 1926, and in later years B. Segre and 
M. Nagata. 

B. Segre [Sl] in 1961 provided sufficient conditions for the regularity of 
a linear system, when the base points are generic distinct points. He made 
extensive use of the “characteristic series” and “specialization.” We remark 
that some results of his link the regularity of a linear system to its 
irreducibility, hence to the existence of an integral curve with preassigned 
singularities. M. Nagata [Nl, N2] in 1960 made use of Cremona transfor- 
mations to study linear systems of plane curves and rational surfaces. 

Because of meaningful connections to other subjects, the study of linear 
systems, far from being exhausted, still engages mathematicians today. 

* Work done under the auspices of “Progetto Nazionale Geometria Algebrica e Algebra 
Commutativa,” supported by the Italian M.P.I. 
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Among them, we mention E. Davis, A. Geramita, S. Greco, B. Harbourne, 
and A. Gimigliano; our aim is to generalize or to improve some of the 
results of these authors. 

To be more explicit, let 9 = (P,, . . . . P,T) be an s-tuple of distinct points 
of P2, JX = (m,, . . . . m,Y) an s-tuple of non-negative integers, and let 
SJ.9, JZ) denote the linear system of plane curves of degree n passing 
through Pi with multiplicity at least mj (1 Q ids). 

Set r = min{n E N: S,(9, A) is regular}. 
In Section 3, we construct the main tools, namely Theorem 3.1 and 

Corollary 3.2, which are repeatedly used in the sequel. In Theorem 3.1, we 
get inequalities involving the superabundance of S,(Y’, A). The results of 
Corollary 3.2 provide an inductive process to lower the multiplicities. 

In Section 4, under the assumption that P,, ,.., P, be nonsingular points 
of an integral curve of degree d, we find (Theorem 4.1) a numerical bound 
for z. This generalizes a result in [HI], where the case d = 3 is analysed, and 
a result in [Gil, where it is assumed that the points impose independent 
conditions on curves of degree d. 

In Section 5, the sharpness of this bound is investigated and related to an 
open problem concerning complete intersections. 

In Section 6, P,, . . . . P, are assumed to be in general position (Defini- 
tion 6.1). There we get a bound for z (Theorem 6.2) possibly known to 
B. Segre, which improves that of [G], generalizes Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 
of [DG], and extends to arbitrary characteristic an analogous result 
proved in [Ca] in characteristic zero by different means. The bound is 
given by t < t, where t = max(m, + m2 - 1; CC; mi/2]) (m, 3 ... > m,). 
Studying the sharpness of the bound leads to the following result: if the Pls 
lie on a non-singular conic, then S,- ,(Y, 4) is not regular. We then 
examine under which assumptions the converse is true (Theorems 6.3 
and 6.4). 

In Section 7, we get bounds (Theorems 7.3 and 7.7) for r when P,, . . . . P, 
are either points in uniform position (Definition 7.1) or generic points of 
P2 (Definition 7.6). 

In this note we use techniques and language from both classical 
geometry and cohomology. In contrast to the methods of [Hl, Gi] we 
work entirely in IFD* rather than on various blow-ups of P*. 

In the next section we will fix some notation. For terminology and 
background not mentioned see [H]. 

I thank S. Greco and A. Geramita for many helpful comments and 
suggestions and P. Maroscia for useful conversations about Section 6. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 

Let P2 be a projective plane over an algebraically closed field R. We fix 
some notation. Let: 

A’ = (m,, . . . . m,V) be an s-tuple of non-negative integers; 
A-k (1 <k d s) be the s-tuple (m;, . . . . mi.), where m( = mi- 1 for 

1 < i< k and m,#O; rn: = m, otherwise; 

9 = (P,, . . . . P,) be an s-tuple of distinct points of [Ip’; 

C denote an integral curve of [FD2, of degree d and arithmetic genus pa. 
When A?‘, 9, and C are given, let A% - C be the s-tuple (m; , . . . . m:), where 
m(=m,-1 for P,~Candm~#O;m~=m~otherwise. 

Let pi be the prime ideal corresponding to Pi (1 < ids) in 
R = &[X,, X,, X2]. a will be the homogeneous ideal n pm,, Z the scheme 
defined by a, and d the sheaf associated to a. 

For any integer t > 0, let tH be the linear system of all the curves of P* 
of degree t; let S,(9”, A), S, for short, be the linear system of those curves 
in P2 of degree t which have multiplicity at least m, at Pi (1 d i < s). (S, is 
the projective space associated to the vector space H”(p2, s?(t)).) The 
dimension, the virtual dimension, and the superabundance h, of S, are 
defined by 

dim S, := h”( P*, sZ( t)) - 1; 

vir. dim S, := h”( P*, 0,,(t)) - h”( P2, 0:) - 1 

t(t+3) _ $,n,(,ni+ 1); 
2 

h, := dim S, - vir. dim S,. 

We have by definition that S, is regular iff h, = 0. Let 

T := min{ t E N : S,(Y, A) is regular}. 

(1) 

From the exact sequence 
0 -+ .d -+ Lop, + @ + 0 (2) 

twisting by an integer n and taking cohomology, and using the well-known 
values of cohomology for P2, as well as h”(p2, Q(n)) = C”; mi(mj+ 1)/2, we 
get for n >, 0, 

h’(P2, .&‘(n)) = h, and h*( P*, d(n)) = 0, (3) 

(note that S, is regular iff h’(P2, d(n)) = 0); for n < 0, 

h’(P’,&(n))=~m,(m;+ ‘) and . (4) 
I 
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If S is a linear system of plane curves, let S. C denote the linear series 
of Cartier divisors cut out on C by the curves of S, and let S” denote the 
linear system of the curves of S containing C. We recall that 

dimS.C=dimS-dims--l. (5) 

If e is a linear series on C, and E is a Cartier divisor on C, let g-E 
denote the residual series. If D is a Cartier divisor on C and K is the 
canonical divisor on C, we say that i(D) = h’(C, @(K- D)) is the index of 
speciality of D. By the Serre duality Theorem, we have 

i(D)=h’(C, O<(D)). (6) 

If 0 is a linear series on C and DE g, we write i(o) = i(D) for the index 
of speciality of G. 

3. LINEAR SYSTEMS DEFINED BY FIXED “FAT" POINTS 

The following theorems relate the superabundance of S, to the degree d 
of a curve C containing the points P, , . . . . Pk (1 6 k <s). 

THEOREM 3.1. With notation as in Section 2, let k <s be positive integers. 
Let P,, . . . . P, be distinct, non-singular points of an irreducible reduced curve 
C of degree d, and let P,, k < i< s, be distinct points not on C. Set 
9 = (PI, . ..) P,). Let D be a Cartier divisor of tH. C, A? = (m,, . . . . m,), and 
let E denote the Cartier divisor on C defined by E = CT m,P,. Set 
a=tH.C-E, i=i(D-E), the index of speciality of D-E (=i(a) when 
a # fzI). Denote the superabundance of S,(Y’, A) by h,. 

(a) If t 2 d and h,- d is the superabundance of S,- d(9, A&? - k), then 

i<h,<i+hlpd. 

(b) Zft cd, then 

i<h +W- l)(d-t-2) mi(ml - 1) 
-. f 2 

<z+c 2 
i<k 

+ c 

mi(mj+ 1) 

k<i<s 2 . 

Proof We may assume m,> 0 for every i. Let pi be the prime ideal 
corresponding to P, (1 < ids) in R = R[X,, A’,, A’,], let a = npy, 
b=(n,~kpml-l)n(nk<j~,pm,); let f be a polynomial defining C. a and 
b are homogeneous ideals of R: let ~4 and 93 be the sheaves on Proj(R) 
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associated to a and b. Since R is an integral domain, multiplication by ,f 
gives a short exact sequence 

O-+a?(-d)-*.d+B+O. (7) 

Let qi = PiLoPz,P, and let f- be a local equation of C at Pi. For 1 < i < k, 
0 P2,P, is a regular local ring, qj is its maximal ideal, and f ” E Co,,,, is 
a regular parameter. It follows that f"q~i-l = (f") n q?, hence 
~~,=q~l/f-q~r~l=q~f/(f-)nqm,=(q~l+(f-))/(f-~ It follows easily 
that 9 is canonically isomorphic to tYc( -E), i.e., to the sheaf of ideals of 
the subscheme E = C’; m,P, of C. 

Twisting by t the sequence (7) and taking cohomology, we obtain a long 
exact sequence 

. . . + H’( P2, .!3( t - d)) + H’( P2, d(t)) -+ H’( P2, F(t)) 

+ H2( P2, @(t - d)) -+ P( P2, d(t)) -+ ‘. . . 

Now H’(P2, P(t)) = H’(C, s(t)) and P(t) N oc),(D - E). Thus from (6) 
of Section 2, we have h’(P’, P(t)) = i(D - E) = i. From (3) of Section 2, we 
get A’( P2, z!(t)) = h,. 

Moreover, for t 2 d, using (3) of Section 2, we have h’(P2, 98(t - d)) = 
h,+, and h*(P*, B(t-d))=O. 

For t < d, using (4) of Section 2, we have h’(P*, B(t - d)) = 
Ci<k mi(m, - 1)/2 + ~k<i~smi(mi + 1)/2 and h2(P2, B(t - d)) = 
(d-t-l)(d-t-2)/2. 

Thus, from the long exact sequence of cohomology, we get the 
conclusion. 1 

COROLLARY 3.2. Notation as in Section 2, let 9 = (P,, . . . . P,), 
.A! = (m,, . . . . m,). Let C be an integral curve of degree d such that, if Pi lies 
on C, then Pi is a simple point of C. If moreover, 

(i) tad; 

(ii) td-Csecmi32p,- 1; 
(iii) S,-,(9, A! - C) is regular; 

then S,(g’, A) is regular. 

ProoJ Let k be the number of Pi’s lying on C. The result being trivial 
for k = 0, assume 1 6 k 6 s. We may suppose P,, . . . . Pk E C. The conclusion 
follows from Theorem 3.1, since i=O by (ii) and h,-,=O by (iii). [ 

Remark 3.3. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 3.2, in 3.1(a) we have 
i=h,=i+hfpd. Such equalities do not always hold: if t = 4, d= 4, 
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s = k = 5, m, = . . . = m, = 2, and moreover P, , . . . . P, lie on a non-singular 
conic, we have i=O, h,= 1, hrpd=4. 

4. POINTS ON A CURVE OF DEGREE d 

In this section we give bounds for the integer T = min(n E N : S, is 
regular}, when the points P,, . . . . P,s are non-singular points of an 
irreducible, reduced curve C of degree d. 

THEOREM 4.1. Notation as in Section 2, let P,, . . . . P, he distinct non- 
singular points of an integral curve C of degree d, let m, b m, > . . . > m, > 0. 
If sad, set v=max{nEN :md= ... =m,,}; 

d 

x, =Cm,- 1; 

xz=(lmi+l)/d+d-3; 

xg= im,+(m,-l)(d’--v)+l 
(, 

d+d-3; 

x=max(x,, x2, x,); ti=min{nEN :naxj} (lQi63). 

Define t as follows: 

(a) t=C;mi-l,fors<d; 

(b) t=min{nEfV:n>x}=max(t,,t2,tj)fors>d. 

Then S,(B, A’) is regular for every n > t, i.e., t < t. 

Remark. For s = d, it is easily verified that x = x,, so t is well defined. 

Proof In case (a) the bound is classically known (see, for instance, 
CSL p. 201). 

Let s 3 d. Now it suffices to show that S,(P’, JZ) is regular. We are going 
to use Theorem 3.1 with k = s, Corollary 3.2, and induction on m, . Observe 
that A--C=.JGs. 

For m, = 1, notation being as in Theorem 3.1, we have deg(D - E) = 
td-sax,d-s=2p,- 1, whence i=O. Since tax,, we have tad- 1. For 
t 3 d, since obviously h,- d = 0, h, = 0 follows from Theorem 3.1(a); if 
t =d- 1, apply 3.1(b). 

Assume m, > 1. The conclusion follows from Corollary 3.2: hypoth- 
eses (i) and (ii) are satisfied, for we have t 2 x, > d and 
td-xs m,ax,d-C; mi=2p,- 1. We check (iii): for md= 1, since t-da 
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xi-d=C:(m,--1)-l, then SlPd(9,A-s) is regular by (a). If m,>l, 
let 

x;-:(m,--1)-1=x,-d; 

d+d-3=x,-s/d; 

i(mi-l)+(m,-2)(d*-u)+l dfd-3=x3-d. 
1 

If we prove that t - d b max(x’, , xi, xi), then S, JP, A$’ - s) is regular 
by induction. Obviously t - d 3 max(x’, , xi). 

IfC,;(mi-l)-C’;(mj--l)<(m,-2)(d*-u), thenxidx;. 
IfC; (m,-1) - Cy (mi-1) > (md-2)(d2-v), then (s-u)(md-2) > 

(s-u)(md-1) - (s-u) > C-i mi - xy mi - s + v = C.; (mi-1) - 
CP (w-1) > (md - 2)(dZ - u). Since m,> 2, we have s > d* and 
x;<x,-d. In any case t-d>max(x’,,x;,x;). 1 

COROLLARY 4.2. Notation as in Section 2, let P, , . . . . P, be distinct simple 
points qf an integral curve C of degree d. Define t as follows: 

(a) ifd= 1, 

t=im,-- 1; 

(b) ifd-2, sB2, and m, am,> ... am,, 

(c) if m,=m>O for every i andsad, 

t=min(nEN :n>max 
s+l 
Tfmd-3; 

Then in each of cases (a), (b), (c), S,(Y, A) is regular,for every n > t, i.e., 
z < t. 

Proof: The assertions follow from Theorem 4.1 by straightforward 
calculations. 1 

THEOREM 4.3. Let the notation and hypotheses be as in Theorem 4.1. 
Assume ,further d 2 3, d < s d d(d + 3)/2, and the s points impose independent 
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conditions to the curves of degree (d + w), w a non-negative integer. Define 
t as follows: 

(a) t=C:m,+l ifw=O, ml= ... =m,7>2, s=d(d+3)/2; 

(b) t = C;’ mi + w otherwise. 

Then S, is regular for every n > t, i.e., z < t. 

Proof: By induction on m, , if m, = 1, then t = d + w and the conclusion 
is obvious. 

Assume m, > 1. We distinguish the following cases: 

(1) w=O, s=d(d+3)/2, ml= ... =m,Y; 

(2) w>O, s=d(d+3)/2, m, = ... =m,; 

(3) s<d(d+3)/2, ml= ... =mF; 

(4) s<d(d+3)/2, m, >m,, m, = ... =m,; 

(5) s<d(d+3)/2, m, >md> 1; 
(6) s<d(d+3)/2, m, >md= 1. 

Proofs for cases ( 1) through (5) are similar and follow from 
Corollary 3.2. As an example, we prove case (4). We have t = dm, + w, thus 
(i) of 3.2 is satisfied. For (ii) we observe that 

s 
td-Cm,-2p,+ 1 >d2m, 

1 

-sm,+l-(d-l)(d-2)+1 

>dzrn, -d(d+3) -mm,-d2+3d=(d2-3d) 2 

For(iii), t-d=d(m,-l)+w.Observethatifmj=m,foreverymi#l, 
the number of points with positive multiplicity is less than d(d+ 3)/2. 
Hence in any case S, pd(Y, JZ - s) is regular by induction. 

Case (6). The proof follows immediately from the next lemma. 

LEMMA 4.4. Let A!= (m,, . . . . m,) be an s-tuple of positive integers and 
L??= (PI, . ..) P,) an s-tuple of distinct points, let S,(sl, ~4’) be as usual and 
di? + 1 = (mi + 1, m,, . . . . m,q). If S,(9, A) is regular, then S,, 1(9’, A! + 1) is 
regular. 

Proof: Let C be a line through P,, such that Pie C, for i # 1. Apply 
Corollary 3.2 to S,, ,(.Y, Jt’ + 1) and C. 1 

Remark 4.5. A. Gimigliano in [Gi] proves, by different means, 
Theorem 4.3, in the case w = 0. 
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5. SHARPNESS OF THE BOUNDS 

Next we shall be concerned with the sharpness of the bounds given by 
Theorem 4.1. Consider the following problems. 

PROBLEM (A). Let d, s, m, , . . . . m,V he positive integers. Do there exist, for 
some integral curve C of degree d, simple distinct points P,, . . . . P, of C so 
that S,_,(Y), 4) is not regular, i.e., T = t (t as in 4.1)? 

PROBLEM (B). Let d, s, m,, . . . . m,Y he positive integers, let e, r be integers 
such that C.i mi = ed+ r (0 < r < d - 1). Do there exist, for some integral 
curve C of degree d, a curve C, of degree e, simple distinct points P,, . . . . P,, 
of C, and integers rn; , . . . . rn: such that 0 < rn,! < mi for every i, Cs rn: = ed, 
and C, . C, = C; m( Pi? 

We call Problem (A’) and Problem (B’) the stronger variants obtained 
from Problems (A) and (B) by replacing “for some integral curve C” with 
“for every integral curve C.” 

An affirmative answer to Problem (A) means that the bound of 
Theorem 4.1 is sharp with respect to the given choice of d, s, m,, . . . . m,s. We 
are able to give an affirmative answer to Problem (A’) in several cases. In 
the other cases, Problem (A) is strongly related to Problem (B). 

We will prove (Theorem 5.4) that if (*) denotes the following case 
(notation as in Theorem 4.1), 

s>db3 md> 1 t= t, t2> t1 t2 ’ t3 (*) 

then: (a) if either we are not in case (*), or we are and Problem (B) has 
an affirmative answer, then the bound given by Theorem 4.1 is sharp; (b) if 
we are in case (*) and d divides C; mi, then the sharpness of the bound for 
the given choice of d, s, m,, . . . . m, is equivalent to an affirmative answer to 
Problem (B). 

We now state these results more precisely. 

PR0posIT10~ 5.1. Notation and C, d, A, z, t as in Theorem 4.1. 

(a) Zf sdd and P,, . . . . P, lie on a line L, then z = t, i.e., S,- ,(.Y, A) 
is not regular. 

(b) Zfs>dandeitherd=l ord=2, thent=t. 

(c) Assume s > d> 3: 

(i) ift=t, and P , , . . . . P, are on a line L, then z = t; 

(ii) if md= 1 and t= t2( = t3), 
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then there exist P,, . . . . P,s E C such that T = t; 

(iii) ifm,> 1, and t = t3, 

then there exist P,, . . . . P, E C such that z = t. 

Prooj (a), (b) If P,, . . . . P, lie on a line, then t = C.; mi - 1 and it is 
classically known that t = t (see, e.g., [DG, p. 7H]). 

If s> d and d= 2, then t =max(m, + m, - 1; [C; mi/2]) (see 4.2). If 
t = ml + m2 - 1, then the line P, P, is a fixed component of all the curves 
of S,- i(g, A); if t = [CI mi/2], then the conic C is a fixed component of 
all the curves of S,_ l(p, J&Z). In either case the conclusion follows by a 
direct calculation. 

(c)(i) We have t =c;‘m;- 1 thus the line L is a fixed component of 
all the curves of S,- ,(Y, A). The conclusion follows by a direct 
calculation. 

(c)(ii) Let e, r be integers such that C; m,=ed+r (O<r<d- l), set 
A=Efm,-d. We have t-l =e+d-3. We may assume r=O. Since 
t23tl, we havee>A+l and t-lad-2. 

Let C, be a curve of degree e, such that C . C, = 1.; m,P, = E and the Pi’s 
are distinct non-singular points of C. We notice that it is always possible 
to construct C, as a union of lines since e 3 A + 1. Put 9 = (P,, . . . . P,). 

Apply Theorem3.1 to S,-r, C, E, o=(t-l)H.C-E. Since C, and a 
curve of degree (d- 3) give rise to a curve of degree (t - l), which cuts out 
on C the divisor E + K (K the canonical divisor), it follows that c is special. 

(c)(iii) By (c)(i), we may assume t, > t,. Let q, r’ be integers such 
that o=qd+r’ (Odr’dd-1), set m=m, and A=C;‘m,-md. Since 
t,> t, and t,> t,, an easy calculation gives v 3 (d- 1 )A + 2d, d2 + d > v, 
Add-l, A+r’<2d-2, qaA+l, q>2, x,=(A+r’+l)/d+q+md-3. 
We distinguish two cases. 

Case 1. O<A+r’<d-1, thus t-l=q+md-3. 
Case 2. d<A+r’62d-2, thus t-l=q+l-tmd-3. 

Case 1. We may assume A + r’ = 0, s = v. Let C, be a non-singular 
curve of degree q, which cuts C in P,, . . . . Pqd distinct non-singular points 
of C. Take 9 = (P, , . . . . P,,). If q = 2, the conclusion follows from (b). 

If q>2, apply Theorem3.l(a) to S,p,(.Y,~), C,, E=CTdmPi, 
r~ = (t - 1) H C, - E. Since m times Cd and a curve of degree (q - 3) give 
rise to a curve of degree (t - l), which cuts out on C, the divisor E + K 
(K the canonical divisor), 0 is special. 

Case 2. We may assume A +r’=d, s=v. Let rn* =mi- (m- 1). It 
is easy to construct a curve C,, , of degree (q + 1) so that 
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C y+ i . Cd= C”, m,?P,, the Pi’s are distinct non-singular points of Cd and 
they are singular points of C,, i, with multiplicity m,*. Actually, since 
q + 12 A + 2, it is enough to choose PI, . . . . P, on a line and the other 
points on A suitable lines, (m,* - 1) of them through Pi (1 6 i < d). 

We shall prove that S, ~ ,(g, J%e) is not regular, for every m > 1, by 
induction on m. For m = 1, this follows from Theorem 3.1, since i > 0. For 
m > 1, let A’ = (m - 1, . . . . m - 1 ), 

let h,-, and hrplpd be the superabundances of S,- ,(Y, A) and 
S, _ i _ d(Y, JZ - u), respectively. Since deg 9 = deg 9’ and 9 2 9’, we have 
dim 9 3 dim 9’. From this inequality and from (1) of Section 2, since 
(t-l)-(q+l)=md-3andbothS,,~,(~,~’)andS,,_,~,(~,~‘-o) 
are regular by 4.1, we get h,- 1 3 h,- 1 pd. By inductive hypothesis 
h,-,-,>O, so we are done. 1 

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let notation and d, JZ, t be as in Theorem 4.1. Let 
s>d>3,m,>l, t=t,, tZ>tl, t,>t3. 

If Problem (B) has an affirmative answer for d, s, m,, . . . . m,, then the 
same is true for Problem (A). 

Proof: Let C, C,, P,, . . . . P, and m;, . . . . rni. be as given by a solution of 
Problem (B). It is easy to verify that t - 1 = e + d- 3, s > d*, e > d, and 
t-lad. 

Let 4’ = (m’, , . . . . m:) and 9 = (P,, . . . . P,Y); it suffices to prove that 
S,- ,(Y, A’) is not regular. This conclusion follows from Theorem 3.1(a), 
for k = s. Since C, and a curve of degree (d- 3) give rise to a curve of 
degree (t - 1 ), (T is special. 1 

In case C; mi = ed, the implication of Theorem 5.2 can be reversed. This 
follows from 

PROPOSITION 5.3. Hypotheses and notation as in Theorem 4.1, let 
s>d>3, m,>l, t=t,, t,>t,, t,>t,, and CTm,=ed. If T=t, i.e., 
S,- ,(9, A) is non-regular, then Problem (B) has an affirmative answer. 

Proof: Claim. S, _ , _ d(Y, & -s) is regular. 
By Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show that t - 1 -d>max(x‘,, x;, xi) 

(notation as in the proof of 4.1). 
Now xi =x, -d, xi = xj -d. Thus from t2 > t, and t2 > t3 it follows that 
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t-l-d>max(x;,x;). We also have that x;=xz-sJd= 
e+d-3+(1-s)/d, t-1-d=e-3, and, from t,>t,, s$d’+l. Hence 
t - 1 - d > x;, and the claim is proved. 

By Theorem 3.1(a) and the claim, we get i(D - E) > 0, where 
D E (t - 1)H. C, and E denotes the Cartier divisor on C defined by 
E = C; m,P,. Let T1 I be the linear system of all curves of degree t - 1 
passing through E. Set CJ = (t - 1 )H, C - E. By (5) of Section 2 and the 
Riemann-Roth Theorem, we get dim CT = dim T, _, . C = (t - l)(t + 2)/2 
- C; mi + h - (t - 1 - d)(t + 2 - d)/2 - 1 = deg(D - E) - pa + 
i(D - E), where h is the superabundance of r,-, . Hence it follows that 
h >O; i.e., E does not impose independent conditions on the curves of 
degree t - 1= d + e - 3. The conclusion follows by a well-known Theorem 
of B. Segre (see, e.g., [G, Corollary 3.41). 1 

We can summarize the above results as follows. 

THEOREM 5.4. Notation as in Theorem 4.1, let (*) denote the following 
case 

s>d>3 md> 1 t= t2 t2 ’ t1 t, > t,. (*I 

(i) If we are not in case (*), then Problem (A’) has an affirmative 
answer; 

(ii) if we are in case (*) and Problem (B) has an affirmative answer, 
then the same is true for Problem (A); 

(iii) tfwe are in case (*) and d divides CT m,, then the sharpness of the 
bound for the given choice of d, s, m, , . . . . m, is equivalent to an affirmative 
answer to Problem (B). 

Proof: Obvious from 5.1, 5.2, 5.3. a 

Remarks 5.5. (1) One can easily exhibit instances for which 
Problem (B’) has an affirmative answer. As an example, let s be a multiple 
of d, say s = kd; let JZ be an s-tuple such that m, = ... = m,> 
m d+l = ‘.. =m,,B ... 3mCk~,jd+, = ... =mkd. Let C be any integral 
curve of degree d, and choose lines L,, . . . . Lk that cross C at kd distinct 
non-singular points. Let PCj_ , jd+ 1, . . . . Pjd denote the intersection points of 
L, with C. Clearly the points Pi, together with the curve arising by taking 
md times the line L, , m2d times the line L,, and so on, provide a solution 
to Problem (B’). 

(2) For d = 3, in char R = 0, Problem (B) has an affirmative answer, 
as we will prove next in Proposition 5.6, so it is natural to ask if this is 
always true. 
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(3) Conjecture. For 3~0 (s> (d- l)(d-2) + l?) the answer to 
Problem (B) is in the affirmative. 

PROPOSITION 5.6. If d = 3 and char 4 = 0, then Problem (B) has an 
affirmative answer. 

Proof. We may assume C; m, = 3e. Let C be the cubic with afline 
equation y = x3, and let b, , . . . . b, E k be distinct elements satisfying 
m,b, + ... +m,b,=O. 

Consider the polynomial 

(x - b,)“’ ~~~(~-b,,)*~=x~~+a~x~~-*+a~x~~~~+ ... +a34. 

From this, by substituting y =x3, we get the curve C, of degree e and 
affine equation y’ + a2 y’~ ‘x + a3 y’~ I + . . . + a3e = 0. C, cuts out on C a 
divisor C; miPi, where the Pi’s are clearly non-singular on C and they are 
distinct, for so are b,, . . . . b,,. 1 

Remark 5.7. Theorem 5.1(b) shows that if the points of 9 are on a line, 
then S, _ , is superabundant (t = C”; m, - 1). It is classically known that the 
converse of this theorem is true; that is, if S,_, is not regular, then the 
points of 9 are on a line. In fact, if 1 < d < s, S,- , is regular by 4.1; hence 
if it is not regular, d = 1 follows. 

By Theorem 5.1(b) again, if the points are on a non-singular conic, then 
s 1-l is not regular (t =max(m, +m,- 1; [C; mJ2])). In the next section 
we will investigate when the converse of this theorem is true, 

6. POINTS IN GENERAL POSITION 

In Corollary 4.2 we proved that if the P,‘s are on a non-singular conic, 
then s< t =max(m, +m,- 1; [C”, mi/2]). B. Segre found the same bound 
in the case of “generic” distinct points [Sl, p. 231. In this section we show 
that the same inequality holds in case of points in general position 
(Theorem 6.2), which implies Segre’s result. 

In Proposition 5.1(b), we improved the result of 4.2, proving that if the 
points are on a non-singular conic, then r = t. It is natural to ask when the 
converse is true. In Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 we answer this question. 

DEFINITION 6.1. A set of s points, P,, . . . . P,, is said to be in general 
position if no three of them are collinear. 

THEOREM 6.2. Let 9 = (P,, . . . . P,) be an s-tuple of distinct points in 
general position, and let A! = (m,, . . . . m,) be an s-tuple of non-negative 
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integers such that m,>m,a ... >m,, ~32. Set t=max(m,+m*-1; 
CC; w/21). 

Then S,(9, M) is regular for every n 3 t, i.e., z < t. 

Proof: Obvious for m2 = 0. Let m, > 0. We may assume m, #O. For 
s= 2, P, and P, are on a line and the conclusion follows from 
Corollary 4.2. Let s > 2. By induction on CI m,. The proof being trivial for 
C; mi = 3, assume CE mi> 3. Let L be the line through P, and P,. The 
conclusion follows from Corollary 3.2 applied to S,(P, A), with d= 1 and 
C= L. In fact (i) and (ii) are obviously satisfied. For (iii) use the inductive 
hypothesis. 1 

We know that if the P,‘s lie on a non-singular conic, then r = t. Now we 
prove that, under further assumptions, this implication can be reversed. 

THEOREM 6.3. Notation being as in Theorem 6.2, let m, 3 m2 > m, >O 
(3 d i d s), s 3 6. Assume: 

(i) C; mi is even and t = CE m,/2; 

(ii) PI, . . . . P, are in general position; 

(iii) C”, mi b 2m, + 2m,; 

(iv) vir. dim S,- ,(P), A&‘)> - 1; 

(v) S,-,(Y), JH) is not regular. 

Then P,, . . . . P, lie on a non-singular conic. 

THEOREM 6.4. Notation being as in Theorem 6.2, let m, 2 m, 3 mj > 0 
(3 < i 6 s), s > 6. Assume: 

(i) C; mi is odd and t = (C; mi- 1)/2; 

(ii) P,, . . . . P, are in general position; 

(iii) E; m,> 2m, + 2m, + 1; 

(iv) vir.dimS,P,(.?P,A)> -1; 

(v) S,- ,(9, M) is not regular; 

(vi) C”; m,32m, +7; 

(vii) m,> 2 for every i. 

Then P,, . . . . P, lie on a non-singular conic. 

In order to prove Theorem 6.3 we need the following lemma. 

LEMMA 6.5. If C”, mi 3 2m, + 2m, + 2, then Theorem 6.3 holds. 

Proof: We may assume m,>m,> ... >m,>m, (6<i<s). Let C be 
the non-singular conic through P,, . . . . P,. Let k be the number of Pi’s lying 
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on C. We shall prove that k < s implies the regularity of S,- 1(Y, A), 
whence the conclusion by contradiction. 

Let k < s. We may assume P, , . . . . Pk E C, P, + i, . . . . P, 4 C. We check that 
the hypotheses of Corollary 3.2 are satisfied for S,- ,(.Y), A!) and C. Part (i) 

5; 
obviously satisfied. For (ii) observe that (t - 1)2 - Cf m, = 

rni-x: m, - 2 3 - 1. For (iii), let t’ = t - 3, let A be the s-tuple 
A’- k = J&! - C rearranged by decreasing order, and let 9’ be the corre- 
sponding permutation of 9, so that ,Sp3(p, A-k) = S,.(.Y, A!‘), We 
have t’ 2 (CT mi - 6)/2 2 [(C; mi - k)/2] = [C”, mi/2]. 

Ifm,+m,>m’,+m;+l, then t’>(m,+m,+l)-33m’,+m;-1. 
If m, +m,=m’, +m;, then observe that C; m,>7m,. Hence 

t’ 3 (C”; m,/2) - 3 >, m’, + rn; - 1. Then S,(Y’, &“) is regular by 6.2. 1 

Proof of Theorem 6.3. By induction on C; m,, for C-E m, = 6, apply 6.5. 
Let C”; m, 2 8. By 6.5, we may assume C”, mi = 2m, + 2m,. It is easy to 
verify that m, = 1 implies m, = s - 3, t - 1 = s - 3, and eventually 
vir.dim S,- i(p, A) = -2. Hence m, > 1. 

Let t’ = t - 1, let A’ be the s-tuple JJV - 2 rearranged by decreasing order 
and 9’ the corresponding permutation of 9. Notice that rni 3 1 for every 
i. We will show that S,, ,(Y, A’) satisfies all the hypotheses of 6.3. 

S,...,(Y’, A’)=S,_,(g, J&2) obviously satisfies (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 6.3. For (iii), notice that in case m, +m, =m; +m;, we get 
2; mi>4m, + 2, whence C”; m,! >,2m’, + 2m;. In the case m, +m, > 
m’, + m;, (iii) is clearly satisfied. For (iv) and (v), it follows from a straight- 
forward calculation that vir.dim S, i(Y, A) = vir.dim S,, _ ,(Y’, A#“). Now, 
since t - 1 = m, + m, - 1, the line P, P2 is a fixed component for all the 
curves of S, ~ i(Y, A), hence dim S, ~ ,(Y, A) = dim S,,_ i(g’, A’). Then 
(iv) and (v) hold for S,, _ 1(Y’, M’), as they do for S,- i(g), M). 

By the inductive hypothesis, Theorem 6.3 holds for S,, ,(Y’, A’), 
whence the conclusion. 1 

In order to prove Theorem 6.4, we need the following lemma. 

LEMMA 6.6. If C; m, > 2m, + 2m, + 3, then Theorem 6.4 holds. 

Proof: We may assume m,>m,> ... >m,>m, (6<i<s). Let C be 
the non-singular conic through P,, . . . . P,. Let k be the number of Pls lying 
on C. For 5 <k <s, by the same technique used in the proof of 6.5, we 
obtain the regularity of S, l(.Y, .A!). Hence the conclusion by contra- 
diction. 

For k = 5, we check that the hypotheses (i) through (iv) of Theorem 6.3 
are satisfied for S ,’ ~ ,(Y’, c~‘), where t’ - 1 = t - 3, A is the decreasing 
rearrangement of Jz’ - 5, and .8’ is the corresponding permutation of 9. 
Parts (i) and (ii) are evidently true. Part (iii) follows by arithmetical 
calculations similar to those of 6.3. For (iv) set A =(C; ml)‘-2 C”, rn: 
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- 4 CT mzf2. By a direct calculation, wet get vir.dim S,._ i(.9”, A”) > - 1 iff 
A30. 

For C”, ml > 2m’, + 2m; + 2, by (tedious) calculations, we obtain A 3 0. 
It is easy to verify that the equality CT rni = 2m’, + 2m; occurs only if 
m,Bm2= ... =m6 and CT mi= 2m, + 2m, + 3. In this case, we have 
vir.dim S,-,(Y’, A%‘) - m, + 2m, = (2m,m, + m, + m, - 3 - 4rnz - 
C;my)/2 - m, + 2m, > ((2mz - 1)(3m, - 3 + C;mi) + 5m, - 4rni - 
C”,rnf - 3)/2 2 rn: - 2mza0. 

Thus vir.dim S,,- i(Y, A”) = vir.dim S,- ,(9,&Z) - 2t + CT mi + 1 = 
vir.dim S,+,(9, A) - m, + 2m, -1 2 -1, and (iv) is verified. 

We conclude that if the Pi’s are not on a non-singular conic, then 
S,, ~ i(Y’, A’) = S, ~ 3(.??, AZ’ - 5) is regular by Theorem 6.3. 

Now apply Corollary 3.2 to S,- i(Y, A) and the conic C through 
P 1, a*., P,. We have just checked that the hypothesis (iii) is satisfied. Parts 
(i) and (ii) of 3.2 are obviously satisfied, so that S,-,(Y), JY) is regular, a 
contradiction. 1 

Proof of Theorem 6.4. By induction on C”; mi, for C”, m, = 13, apply 
Lemma 6.6. Let x; mi 2 15. By 6.6, we may assume 1.“; mi = 2m, + 2m, + 1. 
By (vi), m2 2 3. Let S,- J.9, A&? - 2) = S,,- i(Y’, A?“) as in the proof of 
Theorem 6.3. The proof that S,,- i(g’, A”) satisfies the conditions (i) 
through (v) of Theorem 6.4 is identical to the one given for Theorem 6.3, 
and will be omitted. The proof of (vi) is straightforward, that of (vii) is tri- 
vial. Thus, by inductive hypothesis, Theorem 6.4 holds for S,! ._ ,(Y, A”), 
and we are done. 1 

Remark 6.7. The hypotheses of Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 cannot be 
weakened. For each hypotesis (ii) through (v), (respectively (ii) through 
(vii)) it is possible to construct a set of points not on a non-singular conic 
for which all the hypotheses, but that one, hold. In order to find such 
examples, the following remarks can be useful. 

If we drop assumption (iii) and x.S mi < 2m, + 2m, - 1, then S,_ I(g, A!) 
is not regular no matter what the choice of .!Y and A’ satisfying the 
remaining hypotheses. 

Now assume that P,, . . . . P,sp i lie on a non-singular conic C, P,y 4 C, and 
m, k ‘.. >m,v. 

If (vi) does not hold, then from C; mj < 2mi + 7 and from (iii), 
(iv), (vii), we get x:m,=2m,+5, mz= --.=m,=2, m,=2s-7, 
t-l=m,+1=2s-6, vir.dimS,~,(~,A)=s-9, ~28. Now C and 
the lines P, Pi (2 < i<s) are fixed components for all the curves 
of s,- i(Y, A). Hence, by an easy calculation, we get 
dims,-,(p, &)=dim SJ+,(Y’, A”)=s-8>vir.dimS,+,(9, A!), where 
AZ’ = (s - 7, l), 9’ = (P,, P,). It follows that S,_ ,(Y, A) is not regular. 
Note that the points of 9 do not lie on a conic. 
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If (vii) does not hold, then C is a fixed component for all the 
curves of S,_,(P, ~8’). Thus it follows that dim S,-i(.P’, A)= 
dim S,_ 3(P, &’ - (s - 1)) > vir.dim S,- i(P, J%‘). So we get again that 
S,- i(P), A) is not regular, even if the points of 9 are not on a conic. 

Finally, since it is easy to find examples for each hypothesis, we exhibit 
an example only in one case. That is the case in which (iii) of 6.4 does not 
hold, but all the other hypotheses of 6.4 do hold. Let P,, . . . . P, be seven 
points in general position and let JY = (7,4, 2, 2, 2,2, 2). Obviously (iii) of 
6.4 does not hold, but it is easy to prove that the other hypotheses of 6.4 
hold. 

7. POINTS IN UNIFORM POSITION 

In this section we give a bound for r, when 9 is an s-tuple of distinct 
points in uniform position. The bound we find is not sharp, but it is the 
best known to the author for points with that kind of genericity. 

DEFINITION 7.1. A set Y of s points of P2 is said to be in uniform posi- 
tion, if for any s’ <s, for any s’-tuple 9 of points of Y, and any n, we have 
dim S,(B, J&!) = max( - 1, vir.dim S,(P, A)), where & is the s’-tuple 
(1, . ..) 1 ). 

Remarks 7.2. (1) The previous definition has been given by 
A. Geramita and F. Orecchia in [GO]. 

(2) Observe, on setting s’ = ( 2 ) I+’ + r (0 < r <f ), that the s’ points 
impose independent conditions to the curves of degree f and, for r = 0, even 
to the curves of degree f - 1. 

THEOREM 7.3. Let 9 = (PI, . . . . P,) be an s-tuple of distinct points in 
uniform position, let m, > ... 3m,BO, s>5. Let s;=max{nEN :m,>i}, 
1 <i<m,, let ri, fj be the integers defined by ~~=(~:l)+r~, O<ri<fj. Set 

d, =f,- 1 for r, =O; 

4 =fi for rl >O; 

di=fi f or i>l and O<ri<2; 

di=f,+ 1 for i>l and ri>2. 

Define t as 

t=max(m,+m,-l;[‘$m,/2];ydi). 

Then S,(9, A) is regular for every n > t, i.e., z d t. 
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Proof: We remark that for m6 = 0, the conclusion follows by 
Theorem 6.2, for m i = 1, by definition 7.1. 

We prove the theorem by induction on C”, m,. For C; m, < 6, the 
conclusion is obvious from the preceding remark. Let Cj mi > 7. We 
may assume m, 3 2 and m6 3 1. We distinguish the following cases: 
(a) 1 d s,, d 4; (b) s,, = 5; (c) s,, > 6. 

Both in cases (a) and (b), the conclusion follows by Corollary 3.2, 
applied to S,(P, A), when C is respectively the line P, P2 or the conic 
through PI, . . . . P,. To check 3.2(iii), use the inductive hypothesis. 

Case (c). To simplify notation, letf,,, rml be denoted respectively byf, r; 
we have s,, =(f:‘)+r, O<r<f; d,,,=f’for O<r<2; d,,,=f+l for r>2. 
By [MRl], through the points P,, . . . . P,v,l there exists a non-singular curve 
C of degree d, with d=f if 0 6 r < 2, while f 6 Abf + 1 if r > 2. If k is the 
number of Pi’s on C, observe that s m, 6 k < d(d+ 3)/2. Now the conclusion 
follows by Corollary 3.2 applied to S,(P, &Z) and C. Checking that 
hypotheses of 3.2 are satisfied requires lengthy, but straightforward calcula- 
tions, which will be omitted. We only notice that (iii) follows by the 
inductive hypothesis, and that verifications are more easily made by 
distinguishing five cases: (1) r = 0, s,, = s, ; (2) r = 0, s,,,, < s1 ; (3) 0 < r d 2; 
(4) r>2, d=f; (5) r>2, d=f+l. 1 

Remark 7.4. The bound given by Theorem 7.3 is not sharp for all 
possible sequences m, , . . . . m,. For instance, let 9 = (P,, . . . . P,), A&’ = 
(3, 2, ‘..> 2). By 7.3, we have t = 8, but S7(P, A) is regular by Corollary 3.2. 
In fact, let C be the line P, P,. The hypotheses (i) and (ii) of 3.2 are 
obviously satisfied. For (iii) observe that S6(.9’, (2, 1, 2, . . . . 2)) is regular 
by 7.3. 

On the other hand, we can produce cases for which S, ,(P), A) is not 
regular. As an example, let C, be an integral quartic with three nodes P,, 
P,, P, and let P,, . . . . P,, lie on Cd, so that P,, . . . . P,, are distinct points 
in uniform position. Let JZ = (2, . . . . 2). By Theorem 7.3, we get t = 9, and 
Ss(P, J%!) is not regular. In fact, by Bezout’s Theorem, C, is a fixed compo- 
nent for all the curves of Ss(Y’, A), so dim Ss(Y, ./Z) = dim S4(P, A’) = 3 
(where 8’= (P4, . . . . P,,), A’= (1, . . . . l)), while vir.dim S,(.Y, &)=2. 

Remark 7.5. Let U be the subset of (P2)’ consisting of the s-tuples 
(P,, . . . . P,) of distinct points of P2 in uniform position and let s = ( /l’) + r, 
0 d r <J By [GO], U is a nonempty open subset of (lP2)S. For any s-tuple 
(P,, . . . . P,) E U, we know that there exists a non-singular curve C of degree 
d, f<d<f+ 1, through P,, . . . . P,; moreover, by [MRl, p. 1891, there is a 
nonempty open subset U’ c U, for which C can be found of degree d =j 

By this and the techniques of Theorem 7.3, one can prove the next result. 
We first recall the definition of generic points. 
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DEFINITION 7.6. Let (*) be any assertion. If there exists a nonempty 
open subset V of ( P2)S such that (*) holds for any s-tuple of V, we say that 
(*) holds for a generic s-tuple of points of P2. 

THEOREM 7.7. Let (P,, . . . . P,) he a generic s-tuple of points of P2, let A, 
s,, fi, ri he as in Theorem 7.3, and s 2 5. Set 

d, =f, - 1 for r, =O; 

d, =f, for r,>O; 

4 =f, f or i> 1. 

Define t as 

t=m,d,+l either,form,=m,Y>1,r,=f,,s>9 

orform,=m,~,>1,m,=l,r,=O,s~10; 

t=max(mI+m2-l;[$mi/2];vdi) otherwise 

Then S,,(Y, A$?) is regular for every n 3 t, i.e., 5 < t. 

Proof It is sufficient to prove that the theorem holds for a nonempty 
open subset Vc (P2)S. Let T = {(P,, . . . . P,) e (P2)S: Pi # P, for i #j, and for 
every s’ bs if s’= (“‘cl ) + r’, 0 6 r’ 6 d’, then there exists a non-singular 
curve of degree d’ through any s’ points taken from {P,, ..,, P,}}. 

By induction on s, one can prove the existence of a nonempty open set 
Vc T. This being trivial for s = 2, assume s > 2. 

Let V’ G ( P2)- ’ be given by the inductive hypothesis. 
Let I/‘= ((P,, . . . . P,) E (p2)’ : (P,, . . . . Pi, . . . . P,) E VI. 

Let U’ be as in Remark 7.4. Then take V= U’ n ( ni Vi). 
Now we proceed by induction on CT m,. After a suitable choice (varying 

from case to case) of s’, 2 d s’ 6 s, consider a non-singular curve of degree 
d’ through P,, . . . . P,, (which does exist by the choice of V) and apply 
Corollary 3.2. 1 

Remarks 7.8. (1) A. Gimigliano in [Gil proves that the bound he 
gives for t in case of points on a curve of degree d (see Remark 4.5) holds 
also for generic points of P2. The bound of Theorem 7.7 is an improvement. 

(2) For generic points of P2, in char R = 0, Gimigliano in [Gil 
proves that, if m, = . . . = m, b 2, d> 3, s=d(d+3)/2, then zdm,d. By his 
result, and by 7.7 and 3.2, it is easy to deduce that (hypotheses and 
notation as in 7.7) for char A = 0, we have 
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